
how to spark a 

movement 



We asked:

 “what is your landscape?”





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GA8z7f7a2Pk



Wael Ghonim > Facebook page“Kullena Khaled Said”



Tahrir Square, Cairo > Mobarak > Arab Spring



Bali island of the Gods



2 sisters created campaign > Bali > “Bye Bye Plastic Bags”> ban plastic by end of 2018



So then, what is a 

movement? 



A movement mobilizes 

people towards a shared 

purpose. 



towards better cultural 
connections, community well 

being, a fairer or a 

sustainable world….



1. what is the (landscape 

restoration) issue you are 

most concerned about? 



2. What are the community 

implications stemming from the issue ? 

Examples:

migration

food shortage

water shortage

less food due to agricultural productivity

floods  



3. Now connect the dots, 

link issue-implication in a 

tangible way.



3. Find small success 

stories that bring this 

connection to life.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u4nIhIMIVP0



4. Now write a 

manifesto





http://www.globallandscapesforum.org/about/what-is-glf/



Don’t be afraid to stand up. 

Be prepared for some elbow grease. 

This will take a while. 



5. Spark the fire.

Get in front of like minded people.

start a blog (ex: medium/wordpress) 

flow in your manifesto and share widely. ask people what they think?  

tag your blog so it attracts the right people

pen down your ongoing thoughts 

create that Facebook page or event

insert yourself into the conversation in relevant existing groups

provide a space for people to exchange ideas

rt a podcast > use Skype conversations to record> get a Soundcloud accoun

lect emails and start a newsletter, share your thoughts, quote community memb





Tweet at local government officials. Repeatedly. 

Tweet at relevant influencers with large following.

write to your local radio station sharing the local momentum

pitch your ideas to conferences

apply for grants

6. Act on it.



Now lets do an 

experiment



Break out into groups.

1. pick a community based landscape restoration issue.

2. Identify the relevant community implication that will resonate with a 

larger group.

3. Connect the dots.

4. two-three sentences that capture the essence (beginnings of 

manifesto) 

5. Two things you can do to “spark the fire”.

6. Two things you can do to “act on it”.



A movement cannot start with a lone wolf

The first few followers are just as important as the one that started the 

fire. They make the first wave of the movement. 

A movement is more than just a group of people.

A movement is ego-less.

aAmovement is always for a greater good.

Parting Thoughts:



Do you think you can start a landscape restoration 
movement? Tell us what you think.

#thinklandscape #glfnairobi2018

Stay in touch: TW:@poojamunshi / IG: @poojamunshi
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